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5. Labeling and Norm

Standardized labeling regarding quality and compliance to standard EN 13637 chap. 7: 

Labeling of BM2400-Escape 
a b c d e f g h
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Ref: EN 13637:2015 + Corrosion EN ISO 9227: Grade 3 

a = High frequency of use 
b = Reliability: 1,000,000 cycles 
c = Weight of the door:> 200 kgs 
d = Fire/ smoke suitability standard EN1634-x 
e = Complies with the personal safety standard 
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f = IP protection min: IP43 - EN1670 grade 3 - damp heat test 12h + 12h 

g = Holding force from outside: 15000N 
h = Inner holding force: 15000N 

= Time delay: t1 (adjustable Oto 8 seconds) 

j = Unauthorized exit mode: No function unless CMC 
k = Configuration of the emergency locking system: Other system 

6. Safety precaution:

It is the installer or system integrator's responsibility to ascertain if the conditions 
allow the installation to be in good, secure and reliable conditions. In no case the 
company, Visual Plus Corporation SA, could be responsible for potential direct or indirect 
consecutive damages caused by use or bad use of the product. 

7. Maintenance:

The contact surface between the electromagnet and the counterplate must be kept clean. 
Surfaces can be cleaned, if necessary, with a non-abrasive product. Never use chemicals 
containing solvents or varnish. Do not sand the surfaces, do not drill the 
counterplate, do not modify the dimensions in any way, as you could seriously 
compromise the correct functioning of the system. 

8. Trouble shooting:

PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSE SOLUTION 

Door will not lock Not enough DC voltage Check power at lock and wiring 
connection 

Wrong wire connection Check wiring and refer to wiring 
instruction 

Holding force Bad physical contact between arma- Make sure the contact surfaces are 
reduced ture plate and the electromagnet or clean and properly aligned with the 

poorly tightened vandal-proof screw couterplate. 


